
 

Actors Ji Sung, Kim Soo Hyun, and Park Shin Hye have been named in a police investigation into illegal downloading of pirated
pictures from the movie . The three were identified by their IP addresses during a separate investigation carried out by the Seoul
Police Agency's Cyber Investigation Department. The same investigation also led to the arrest of 71 people suspected of being
part of a group that illegally distributes movies and music. As preliminary investigations reveal, members in this ring pay each
other to illegally download pirated content using peer-to-peer technology. According to the police, "The 71 suspects who were
arrested include an employee of the media service administration company. They are suspected of ripping film clips included in
the online distribution database and distributing them via peer-to-peer software. Although they are not distributors, they are
considered to be involved in illegal activity because they distributed these materials illegally after ripping them. As pirated
movies and music are distributed illegally through P2P networks, there is a possibility that these products could be edited or
damaged." Police investigations showed that the ring had managed to illegally distribute 1.4 million songs and 3.5 million videos
online by using over 80 servers located overseas, including servers in the U.S., Japan, China, India and Russia. The three actors,
who are also listed as subscribers on the above mentioned servers, are considered to be involved in the illegal distribution of
copyrighted materials.
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